Abstract : A few years ago, the authors proposed a nature-inspired metaheuristic concept, the spiral optimization algorithm, which was inspired by spiral phenomena in nature. The principal idea of the algorithm is to utilize spiral trajectories generated by multiple generalized spiral models for search applications. The generalized spiral model is composed of a spiral matrix defined by a composite rotation matrix and a convergence rate parameter. The setting of the spiral matrix with each initial point placement is important for its search performance, because it characterizes each spiral trajectory. This paper proposes 1) the concept of periodic descent directions for a spiral trajectory that is appropriate for optimization; 2) sufficient conditions, with examples, for the generalized spiral model to generate the periodic descent directions; 3) a setting method for the composite rotation matrix with initial search points to satisfy the conditions in the algorithm; and 4) a method for setting the convergence rate parameter to utilize the periodic descent directions effectively for its search performance. The effectiveness of the proposed method is confirmed by conducting numerical experiments under various conditions.
Introduction
In recent years, nature-inspired metaheuristic algorithms have been attracting more attention in recognition of their versatility and conception. Examples include particle swarm optimization [1] , [2] , inspired by bird flocking or fish schooling; the artificial bee colony algorithm [3] , inspired by bees' gulping behavior; and cuckoo search [4] , inspired by cuckoos' brood parasitism. Such algorithms are known to have the following practical virtues: 1) good approximate solutions can be obtained stably for large and/or complex problems depending on the objective function call times and 2) a wider application range can be targeted because the only information used in the search is the evaluation value of the objective function.
With this as background, the spiral optimization (SPO) algorithm, a metaheuristic inspired by spiral phenomena in nature, was proposed by K. Tamura and K. Yasuda to solve continuous optimization problems [5] , [6] . Spiral phenomena are spirals approximating logarithmic spirals ( Fig. 1 ) that occur frequently in nature, such as nautilus shells, whirling currents, and the arms of spiral galaxies [7] . The motivation for the SPO algorithm was the insight that the dynamics generating logarithmic spirals appear to have an affinity with the effective strategy in metaheuristics, "diversification in the first half and intensification in the second half" (Fig. 2) . The search performance of the SPO algorithm was confirmed to be competitive compared with other nature-inspired metaheuristic algorithms under some conditions [8] .
The SPO algorithm searches the solution space with logarithmic spirals generated by m generalized spiral models. Each generalized spiral model is a form of deterministic dynamical system that involves a spiral matrix S (r, θ) = rR(θ), which characterizes its spiral shape with its initial point placement. The scalar r is the convergence rate parameter between its initial point and the spiral center x , and R(θ) is a composite matrix determining the direction of the point on the basis of the center x . Thus, the setting of the spiral matrix S (r, θ) with each initial point placement affects its search performance and becomes a crucial task in the SPO algorithm. Among conventional studies on this algorithm, there is only one study dealing specifically with the parameter r [8] , but there is no study dealing with the composite rotation matrix R(θ), and an intuitive setting for the matrix has been used. Further, no placement method for the m initial search points has yet been studied.
Meanwhile, considering its structure, rather than its origin, the SPO algorithm can be categorized as a direct search algorithm in nonlinear programming. The definition of direct JCMSI 0003/16/0903-0134 c 2015 SICE
search, which appears not to be strictly fixed, applies to methods that do not require a gradient or approximate gradient of the objective function or use only the relative rank of objective values [9] . Examples range from well-known classical ones, such as the original pattern search [10] and the simplex algorithm of Nelder and Mead [11] , to modern examples such as multidirectional search [12] and generalized pattern search [13] . In particular, the modern methods have been proved to converge to a stationary point under some assumptions, including continuous differentiability of the objective function.
This paper proposes a rational method for setting up the spiral matrix S (r, θ) = rR(θ) with the m initial search points, through the use of "periodic descent directions," according to the following procedures.
First, the new concept of periodic descent directions, based on a theory of descent direction [13] , is introduced into the spiral trajectory to make it appropriate for optimization. Thus, the spiral trajectory with periodic descent directions is a spiral that periodically generates at least one descent direction at a center x for a continuous differentiable function.
Second, we derive sufficient conditions for the generalized spiral model to generate such periodic descent directions, which are related to the composite matrix R(θ) and its initial point. We also show setup examples that satisfy these sufficient conditions.
Third, we derive the conditions necessary to implement the m spiral trajectories with periodic descent directions in the SPO algorithm. This is done in terms of conditions of the composite matrix R(θ) and m initial search point placement. Then, a method for setting the parameter r is proposed to utilize the periodic descent directions effectively for search performance.
Finally, to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method for setting both S (r, θ) and the initial search points, we conduct numerical experiments for benchmark functions.
Outline of SPO Algorithm
This section briefly reviews the SPO algorithm [6] , [8] , a nature-inspired metaheuristic based on spiral phenomena in nature.
Generalized Spiral Model
The SPO algorithm utilizes logarithmic spirals generated by generalized spiral models. The generalized spiral model is a dynamical system whose state x(k) ∈ R n (n 2) converges to a center x ∈ R n from an initial point x(0) with a logarithmic spiral trajectory:
where I n ∈ R n×n is the identity matrix, S (r, θ) = rR(θ) is the spiral matrix, r ∈ (0, 1) is the convergence rate parameter of the distance between x(k) and x per k, θ ∈ (−π, π] is the rotation rate parameter of x(k) around the center x per k, and R(θ) ∈ R n×n is a composite rotation matrix generally defined by arbitrarily multiplying o types of basic rotation matrices R i , j (θ) ∈ R n×n ( = 1, . . . , o), as follows:
, and the blank elements indicate 0. Figure 3 shows examples of trajectories of (1) In either case, we can observe spiral trajectories generated around x and the effect of the parameters.
SPO Algorithm
The motivation for the SPO algorithm was the insight that the dynamics generating logarithmic spirals seem to have an affinity with the effective strategy of metaheuristics, "diversification in the first half and intensification in the second half," as shown in Fig. 2. • Diversification: Searching for better solutions by searching a wide region.
• Intensification: Searching for better solutions by searching intensively around a good solution.
Consequently, the SPO algorithm is a direct multipoint search algorithm that utilizes multiple generalized spiral models of the form (1) and is described in the case of a problem to minimize an objective function f : R n → R (n 2):
as follows.
[Algorithm 1] (SPO algorithm)
Step 0: Set the initial search point region S ⊂ R n , the number of search points m 2, the spiral matrix S (r, θ) = rR(θ), and the maximum iteration number k max .
Step 1: Specify the initial search points x i (0) ∈ S (i = 1, . . . , m) differently and determine the center
and then set k = 0.
Step 2: Update the search points as follows: Step 3: Update the center as follows:
Step 4: Set k := k + 1 if k = k max ; then, terminate and output x (k max ). Otherwise, return to Step 2.
Conventional Setting Method
The performance of SPO algorithm is highly affected by the setting of the spiral matrix S (r, θ) = rR(θ) with each initial point placement, because each setting characterizes a spiral trajectory. The setting methods conventionally used thus far are as follows:
• Convergence rate r: This is a factor that determines the convergence rate of the distance between the center and each search point. Its domain of definition is r ∈ (0, 1), which ensures that each search point finally reaches the center as k → ∞. In [8] , the following setting method was proposed based on stability analysis of SPO dynamics.
which ensures that, when its termination k = k max ,
, m).
This can be used to control the balance between diversification and intensification by adjusting ε. As an effective setting of ε, ε = x i c (0) − x j c (0) 10 −3 was recommended.
• Composite rotation matrix and its rotation rate R(θ): These are factors for determining the directions of each search point from the center. There is no study regarding R(θ), and the following intuitively selected setting has been used until now:
where the rotation rate θ is usually set as θ = π/2 or π/4. This setting was originally given expecting diverse search, because of rotations on the entire rotation plane.
• Initial search points
are usually placed in S at random. However, no placement method has yet been studied.
Spiral Trajectory with Periodic Descent Directions
This section introduces the new concept of periodic descent directions into the spiral trajectory, derives sufficient conditions for the generalized spiral model to generate periodic descent directions, and shows setup examples satisfying the conditions.
Concept of Periodic Descent Directions
To find a clue regarding the spiral trajectory appropriate for optimization, let us represent the generalized spiral model (1) by
where d(k) := x(k) − x . This can be interpreted as indicating that this model generates a spiral trajectory by updating the vector rR(θ)d(k), a "spiral vector," around the center x . To ensure that the spiral vector rR(θ)d(k) has properties appropriate for optimization, we can take an approach based on the descent direction, which plays an important role in nonlinear programming, as shown in Definition A and Theorem A in Appendix. Thus, this subsection will consider conditions regarding the spiral vector rR(θ)d(k) having descent directions at the center x for a continuously differentiable function
To consider such conditions, we focus on a fact [13] that can be summarized as follows.
[Lemma 1] Let us consider a continuously differentiable function f : R n → R and n independent vectors s(0),
This means that to place a descent direction vector at the point ξ without the gradient of the function f , it is sufficient to prepare 2n vectors composed of n independent vectors and their opposite sign vectors.
To apply this theory in the spiral trajectory based on the spiral vector rR(θ)d(k), we introduce an approach of letting the spiral trajectory satisfy 1) that its rotation behavior around the center x is periodic with period 2n iterations, and 2) that its successively generated 2n spiral vectors are composed of n independent vectors and their opposite sign vectors. That is, such a spiral trajectory periodically generates at least one descent direction per 2n iterations. Let us call this concept regarding descent directions "periodic descent directions."
Conditions for Periodic Descent Directions
We propose the following conditions to enable the generalized spiral model (6) to generate periodic descent directions. (i) It is a periodic matrix with period 2n.
(ii) For any i ∈ I = {0, . . . , 2n − 1}, there is a unique j ∈ I such that
(C1-2) Initial Point x(0): Set the initial point x(0) ∈ R n to satisfy the following. There exists 1 , . . . , n ∈ I = {0, . . . , 2n − 1} such that
are linearly independent, where
The following theorem shows that these conditions cause the generalized spiral model to generate periodic descent directions.
[Theorem 1] Let f : R n → R (n 2) be continuously differentiable. Suppose that the generalized spiral model (6) has the center x ∈ R n with ∇ f (x ) 0 and satisfies the conditions of Proposal 1. For any time step k 0 ∈ Z 0 , there existŝ k ∈ {0, . . . , 2n − 1} such that the spiral vector
Thus, for any time step k 0 , 2n successive spiral vectors
Here, because R(θ) k 0 +1 is nonsingular, from the condition (C1-2), in the vector set (9), there exist n independent vectors
Thus, from the condition (C1-1-ii) and (10), (9) is
and these 2n vectors consist of n independent vectors and their opposite sign vectors. Therefore, from Lemma 1, for any time step k 0 , there existsk ∈ {0, . . . , 2n−1} such that the spiral vector
holds. Therefore, from this and (11), the theorem has been proved.
Setup Examples
This subsection shows setting examples to satisfy the conditions (C1-1) and (C1-2) of Proposal 1. R(θ) for (C1-1) ) The following composite matrix R(θ) satisfies the condition (C1-1) .
[Example 1] (Setting
(proof) For any n ( 2), calculating R(θ) of (12) results in
, where I n−1 is the n − 1 -dimensional identity matrix. Then, calculating R 0 (θ), . . . , R 2n+1 (θ), it is easy to confirm that R(θ) satisfies the condition (C1-1) .
Here, as a simple example in the case of n = 3, how R(θ) of (12) (12) consecutively, we obtain the following.
From this, we can confirm that this matrix generates at most 2n different vectors periodically, and that half of them are opposite sign vectors of the remaining half. Next, to check whether the condition (C1-2) is satisfied when x(0) is given, it is sufficient to check the following matrix rank condition:
which means there exist n independent vectors among the 2n vectors. Further, if R(θ) is given by (12) , then this rank condition is reduced to
Although it is difficult to provide a general setting method of x(0) satisfying (C1-2) more concretely than the above, we can show a particular example of its setting.
[Example 2] (Setting x(0) for (C1-2)) Suppose R(θ) in the condition (C1-1) is given by (12). The condition (C1-2) is satisfied by setting x(0)
(proof) From (15), the difference vector d(0) = x(0) − x is as follows:
We use (12) to obtain the following n vectors:
Thus, since d μ (0) 0, these n vectors are linearly independent. (Remark 1) In fact, by setting x(0) at random, we can confirm, through many numerical experiments, that the condition (C1-2) is satisfied in almost all cases. This condition does not depend on the objective functions. Thus, we actually do not need to use Example 2, but it is still of value as evidence of the existence of x(0) satisfying (C1-2).
Numerical Illustrations
Let us confirm numerically that the proposed method generates a spiral trajectory having periodic descent directions.
Prepare f (x) = x x (x ∈ R 3 ) with gradient ∇ f (x) = 2x as a test function, set x = [0 1 0] as a center in the generalized spiral model, use R(θ) by (12) as a composite rotation matrix satisfying (C1-1), and use the following three initial points satisfying (14) as an initial point x(0) for (C1-2). Case Inner products between the gradient ∇ f (x ) and the spiral vector rR(θ)x(k) at every time step k are shown in Table 1 , where PM denotes the proposed method and CM1 and CM2 denote the conventional methods with θ = π/2 and π/4, respectively. From this table, we can confirm that the proposed method generates periodic descent directions with period 2n for all cases. Meanwhile, we confirm that there are cases in which the conventional method cannot generate descent directions. Finally, Fig. 4 shows the spiral trajectories and their gradients in Case (a), respectively.
SPO Algorithm Using Periodic Descent Directions
This section clarifies the conditions for implementing the periodic descent directions for Algorithm 1 and proposes a method for setting r to utilize the descent directions for search performance effectively.
Analysis of Updating Law
Here, in preparation for later subsections, we analyze the properties of the updating law (3) of Step 2 in Algorithm 1.
Let us define the difference vectors between any two search points
and the index i k such that x (k) = x i k (k) to express (3) as
Further, from (16) and (17),
which means that the relevant relations between any two search points are independent of the center. Then, solving (18),
Then, the spiral vector rR(θ)d i, j (k) is expressed as
which indicates that the vector R(θ) k+1 d i, j (0) decides its direction, and the scalar r k+1 dominates its distance.
Emergence of Periodic Descent Directions
To implement the generalized spiral model satisfying the conditions of Proposal 1 for Algorithm 1, we focus on the following characteristics of the algorithm:
• The generalized spiral models used have the same setting as the spiral matrix S (r, θ).
• The center x (k) is always set as one of the search points
With these considerations, we can propose the following conditions for implementing Proposal 1 for Algorithm 1.
[Proposal 2] (C2-1) Composite Rotation Matrix R(θ): This is identical with (C1-1).
(C2-2) Initial Points x i (0) (i = 1, . . . , m): Set the initial point x i (0) ∈ S ⊂ R n to satisfy the following. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, there exists p ∈ {1, . . . , m}, 1 , . . . , n ∈ I = {0, . . . , 2n − 1} such that
α}.
(proof) We take the following two stages for this proof.
First stage: From Lemma 2, there exists an index p ∈ {1, . . . , m} andk ∈ {0, . . . , 2n − 1} such that the spiral vector
Further, from (20) and the condition (C2-1), because
holds.
Second stage: Now, let us consider the case in which the center
which means that
. Thus, at the iteration k 0 +k + 2nt, from (17) and (23), the updating law for the search point x p (k 0 +k + 2nt) is represented as
Therefore, from (24) and the definition of Algorithm 1, we have
From this inequality under the assumption (25), we can conclude that the center x (k 0 ) is updated within the iteration k 0 +k + 2nt + 1, and the theorem has been proved.
Utilization of Periodic Descent Directions
To utilize effectively the periodic descent directions emerging in Algorithm 1 for its performance, this subsection proposes a method for setting the convergence rate parameter r in the spiral matrix S (r, θ) = rR(θ).
Here, based on some facts, including the analysis of the updating law and Theorem 2, we can consider the following.
• Since all spiral vectors follow (20) and r ∈ (0, 1), each distance based on r k monotonically decreases as the iteration k progresses. On the other hand, from Theorem 2, to make the spiral descent directions work, we require r k α, which is an unknown variable depending on the center and the spiral vector. These two facts indicate that as the iteration k proceeds, r k tends to satisfy the inequality condition regarding α, with the effect that the objective function is reduced.
• From the definition of Algorithm 1, k max is set arbitrarily by a user as the termination criterion for the search. In addition, this search policy corresponds to diversification in the first half and intensification in the second half. Thus, the execution of this policy must depend on k max .
From these considerations, we can establish a valid strategy in which r k gradually decreases to an appropriate small value as k approaches the search termination k max . This ensures that the periodic descent directions work as an effective intensification in the second half while retaining the diversification in the first half. Therefore, we propose the following method for setting r to utilize the periodic descent directions effectively for the search.
[Proposal 3] For a sufficiently small δ > 0, to achieve r
This method causes r k to draw a trajectory as shown in Fig. 5 . Following this, in the first half, because r k takes relatively large values, the descent directions might not work directly, but the diversification can work. Then, in the second half, because r k approaches a sufficiently small δ, the descent directions can contribute to updating the center, as shown in the above analysis.
In addition, Proposal 3 itself, independently of Proposal 2, can supply the appropriate strategy from diversification to intensification in the sense of Table 3 Results in case of m = 3, k max = 100. Table 4 Results in case of m = 3, k max = 1000.
is possible for any objective function because it does not use gradients. If the objective function f : R n → R is not continuously differentiable and has piecewise continuously differentiable domains, then the descent directions based on Proposal 2 sometimes might appear and function in the searching process. Meanwhile, Proposal 3 always works, at least for the appropriate strategy from diversification to intensification. This means that the proposed method is somewhat flexible in the search process in response to the objective function.
Numerical Experiment
This section conducts numerical experiments to verify the effectiveness and performance of the proposed method of Proposals 2 and 3.
Conditions
The proposed methods used are PM1 and PM2, defined as follows. PM1 has R(θ) of (12) and r of (19) with δ = 10 −3 , and PM2 has R(θ) of (12) and r of (19) with δ = 1/k max . The comparative methods are conventional setting methods, CM1 and CM2, defined as follows. CM1 has R(θ) of (5) with θ = π/2 and r of (4), and CM2 has R(θ) of (5) with θ = π/4 and r of (4).
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method for various functions, we use the six functions shown in Table 2 , which are classified primarily into the following three types: functions 1-2 are unimodal, functions 3-4 are multimodal with big valley, and functions 5-6 are multimodal without big valley. Note that the initial search point region S is set in Table 2 for every function. To check the effectiveness of the proposed method for various conditions, we set the maximum iteration numbers k max = 100, 1000, 10000, the number of search points m = 3, 30, and the number of dimensions n = 3, 30. The setting of m and n satisfies the following conditions: comparative relations m is much less than n, m is much larger than n, and m is equal to n. Tables 3-8 show the means and standard deviations of the function values after 20 runs from different initial search points. The asterisk ( * ) marks the best mean value in each case, and the double asterisk ( * * ) marks the global minimum. The count is the total number of occurrences in the 20 runs for which any descent direction does not appear within 2n consecutive iterations after each time the center is updated. These results indicate the following.
Results
• Effectiveness: It is confirmed that the count of each PM is 0 in every case. This proves that the intended aim of the proposed method is definitely achieved. Table 5 Results in case of m = 3, k max = 10000. Table 6 Results in case of m = 30, k max = 100. Table 7 Results in case of m = 30, k max = 1000. Table 8 Results in case of m = 30, k max = 10000.
• Performance: It is confirmed that the PMs can find optimal solutions for the unimodal functions more easily than for the multimodal functions. In particular, for the unimodal functions, the PMs can find optimal solutions even if m = 3 is much less than n = 30. Further, it is easier for the PMs to find optimal solutions for various functions by increasing m and k max .
• Comparison: Comparing count in the case of m = 3 with the PMs and CMs confirms that the conventional methods tend to encounter difficulties in generating descent directions, and thus, that the conventional methods are indeed inferior to the proposed method in performance. In this sense, the proposed method is more efficient than the conventional one in the case of fewer search points. Further, it is confirmed that the PMs together are stronger than the CMs under these experimental conditions, and especially that PM2 is slightly stronger than PM1.
Conclusions
This paper proposed a rational setting method for the SPO algorithm, the spiral matrix S (r, θ) = rR(θ) with initial search points x i (0) (i = 1, · · · , m), based on a novel concept of periodic descent directions. The advantages of this method are as follows:
• The proposed method generates descent directions with any search point number m 2. Thus, even if the search point number m is set much less than the variable dimension number n, the descent directions would work as effectively as possible.
• The proposed method can be executed for any objective functions and works in at least the sense of Remark 3. Thus, without information on the objective functions, we can use this method and expect it to work flexibly, to some degree, for any objective function.
• The conventional composite rotation matrix (5) requires multiplication using n(n − 1)/2 types of basic rotation matrices, whereas the proposed one (12) requires only multiplication with (n − 1) types. In this sense, the calculation cost for the method proposed here is much less than that for the conventional one.
Themes for future research on the SPO algorithm include
• To derive conditions and methods for its convergence to a stationary point: It is important for any optimization algorithm to guarantee convergence to a stationary point because such a point is a candidate for the global optimal solution. The proposed periodic descent directions can be expected to be helpful in achieving this goal.
• To incorporate randomness into the algorithm: The proposed methods mainly contribute to the intensification phase. To achieve better search performance, it is effective to improve the diversification phase. Introducing randomness is one possible means of achieving that. This must be done without violating the spiral trajectories, in order to retain the identity of the SPO algorithm.
